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When I turned Socialist in-my schpol days socialism 

appeared to be aasentially an international movement. There 
were «any kinds of Socialists, bat all or*aljpost. all of them 
had the sense of forming part of a growing international force 
that w*a.destined before vety Jong to conquer the world.
Jaurea* Lenin, JCautsky and Kelt* Hardie, Eugene Debba and Victor 
Berge*. Sidney Webb and flamsay. MacDonald were all fa&ttbers of 
one ana. the spne Socialist International. Only the Anarchists 
and the remote Lab^r parties of Australasia were outside it. 
Sodialiafc was* theirjln practice mainly loropean, but Its out
look and its ambitions were world wide, and up to about 1012 
it seemed to be growing quite fast in the United States.
When I joined the Socialist movement in England, it never 
occurred to me. to doubt that I was accepting an international I 
obligation and a loyalty that transcended national frontiers.
My task, as I saw it, was to play my small part in a great \ 
crusade for human brotherhood that would make an end of the 
exploitation of man by man and of country by country, destroy
ing capitalism and imperialism together and putting in their 
place a world society set free from war and hatred to devote 
its energies and vast resources to banishing poverty and 
slavery from every country.

I do not mean that so huge a task 9eemed easy: I do mean 
that the nature of the task was not in doubt and that it was 
felt to demand a concerted international effort. Where are 
that task and that effort now? Ever since 1917 there has 
been no common movement. There have been rather two sharply 
^natgonlstic movements, each claiming to be the torchbearer 
of the true socialise but at bitter conflict about the means 
of advancing toward their goal and even about the goal 
itself. Communism and democratic socialism have spent their 
energies in fighting each other; and In the process conmu- 
nism has turned into totalitarian tyranny, while democratic 
socialism has renounced its old ambition of world revolution 
and has shrunk into a number of separate national movements 
for the furtherance of the welfare state. Communism, as a 1 
world revolutionary force, has not hesitated to repress all 
liberty of thought and action outside the dictates of a 
single ruling party; democratic socialism has surrendered 
its major aspirations in order to meet the requirements of 
parliamentary success and in wooing the "marginal" voter has 
diluted its faith till it is prepared, instead of fighting 
capitalism against the "Cojounist enemy."

I have never been able to accept as final this sharp ■ 
cleavage In what I still think of as fundamentally a single 
world-wide movement against oppression. I am no Communist, 
for I detest the suppression of ell free thinking which 
Communists not only regard as needful but seem positively 
to admire. I hate cruelty, centralization, rigid discipline, 
and the vindicative mistrust which the Communist philosophy 
appears to involve. I cannot, however, for that reason 
consent to regard the peoples of the Communist countries, or 
the Communists of my own or other countries, as enemies with 
whom I have nothing in common. I have nuch In common with < 
them. I share their wish to help all the subject peoples ■ 
of the world to emancipate themselves from foreign im
perialist rule; I admire their planned economies and their 
vast achievements in economic construction; and I see them, 
on one condition, as advancing, however deviously, toward a 
classless society and an expansion of freedom for the ordinary 
man and woman in the affairs of everyday living. The one 
condition is, of course, that they escape from the ever-present



ferll of utterly destructive world war, fear of which poisons heir behaviour and forbids them the luxuries of common 
honesty and decent tolerance.

1 aa assuredly no Communist. But no more am 1 a 
Democratic Socialist if this means renouncing the Socialist \ 
revolution and reducing socialism to a set Of independent 
national electoral movements designed to gain parliamentary 
majorities with the support of non-Socialist voters. I do 
not deny the need for parliamentary action, but I do deny 
that socialism means no more than a number of national en
deavours to advance gradually and constitutionally toward 
the welfare state. Even where nominally Socialist parties 
have gained majority support, they have never attempted to 
establish socialismi even their attempts to further welfare 
have shown signs of petering out after their initial success, 
owing to the difficulty of advancing further without dis
turbing the smooth working of the capitalist structure - to 
which they are supposed to be hostile - and the fear that by 
attacking it they will alienate uarginal sunport. This seems 
to be the position in the Scandinavi3n countries, as well as 
in Great Britain.

The situation is much worse wherever communism has 
emerged to win a. substantial body of support. In France and 
Italy the Democratic Socialists are today no more than 
impotent parliamentary factions with no prospect of winning 
political power. Moreover, in countries which are rulers of 
dependent empires, the Socialist parties have been quite 
unable 'to take wholeheartedly the side of the dependent peoples 
and have acquiesced in or even abetted the holding down of 
colonial nationalism by Imperialist force. I admit that the 
British had the sense to renounce their rule in India before 
they were driven out by force, but they are still, lirith 
Socialist acquiescence, holding down Malaya and Kenya. The 
Dutch had to be driven out of Indonesia, as the French are 
being driven out of Indo-China, by force maieure: and in 
neither country have the Socialists dared to side unequivocally 
with the colonial nationalists. It has been left to the 
Communists, from whatever motive, to appear as the champions i 
of the oppressed peoples of the world. '

Add to this that in Europe the Democratic Socialist 
parties, in their fear of Communist aggression, .seem to oe 
prepared to ■cquiesce in the rearmament of West Germany under 
conditions that will make German unification impracticable 
without war, and 8lso in the arming of their countries' forces 
with atonic weapons and in the manufacture of hydrogen bombs 
on the plea that they will serve as a "deterrent" to aggression. 
I shall not believe without more evidence than there has been 
so far that these policies are in fact approved by a najority 
of those who vote Socialist in elections, and I feel sure 
they are not supported by a majority of active party workers. 
They are being forced on the Socialist parties by a reaction
ary leadership that has come to be more anti-Communist than 
pro-Socialist and sees nothing amiss in turning to capitalist 
America as its ally against the Communists.

In these circumstances old Socialists such as I am - 
internationalists and non-Communists - find ourselves in a 
terribly difficult position. We are adjured, in the name of 
unity and of loyalty to our parties, to renounce our opposi
tion to policies which we feel are disastrous and amount to 
a betrayal of socialism; and we are threatened with expulsion 
and ostracism unless we toe the line. I for one cannot do 
this without violating my fundamental beliefs; and I am led 
accordingly to question the entire assumption that ay party 
has the right to ay final loyalty. This loyalty I owe, not to 
any party or to any merely national movement, but to socialism 
as an essentially international cause. I know there are others 
in Great Britain who share this sentiment, and I feel there must



*>; v : ^  • - •  *fâ' * *F • -* b* many io Otter countries too. The question 1st Vfhat can those \
I , ' y= the.mselves in this predicament^ do, cot to much in order
[ v to escape from it personally as to reseae socialism from the

p. condition that have brought it about*
y ff Thls Predicament could ifct, I think, have arisen were thfcre '£

> something batfly amiss with sooialisa its#If - or rather with 
' ‘ of Socialist thoo«lit in fact'of the vast change

111 the problems mankind must face In order-to progress, or even 
to survive. In my own country the Labor Party, though it reckons 
on returning txrfore very ions to political Jbwer, has no such 

1 clear ̂ lsIon of what it 'means, or even wants, to do next as lt
had in 1945. Its recent programs have been quite remarkably 
ineffective and even trivial. They have not proposed afty sub
stantial further step toward the supersession of capitalism or 
toward a classless society at home; and in International affairs 
**** nove put forward nothing even remotely of a Socialist char
acter. So far as I can see. the situation is much the same 

? Socialist vision has faded, and the idealism 
with it. leaving no uore behind than a mild desire to soften the I 
asperities of capitalism and aocial Inequality, without any *.

.' frontal attack on It is as if full employment and a
gradual development at m r  social-security services were enough, 
without any change in fundamental class relations or in the status of the worker in his employment.

rfhat, then, is to be done? The .socialism to which I was con-
*n ^  the fruit of long, hard and passionate

thinking, subsequently translated into policies, not for the full 
establishment of a Socialist way of life, but for the first steps 

7 I f?c^£U ?ts k11?* been too long content to live by using up the intellectual capital they accumulated in the nineteenth 
century. They have stopped thinking, and have let the world sit
uation march on a great distance without adapting themselves to 
its changes, rfhat is needed is new intellectual capital, which 
can ‘OS’only a produat of fresh concerted thinking. It is evident.

V  tM S Wllh M t  the "Various nationalsocialist parties, which are too much pre-ofetupied with election
eering and too much dominated by America-based anti-coauunisn to 
be capable of clear thinking or of looking ahead. Besides, mass 
parties cannot think; they con only be influenced bv the thinkine
2i.I!yidld?al3 or 9,3811 S ^ p s  of people who are prepared to . . ,* think for them.

With these ideas in mind I have come to the conclusion that 
an atteupt should be made to establish internationally a sTiall 
society, or order, of Socialists who would pledge the-nselves to I 
do their best to restate the essentials of their Socialist faith 
in terms applicable to the present world situation, and not to 
be J ^ r e d  from following where their thoughts lead then by fear 
of beine called "dispoyal" to their national parties or of beine 

- disciplined or .excluded frot» the a. The ia.ieJiate task of this 
«roup wouid be not to act but to think together and to plan- to 
restate Socialist principles in relation to the aost pressing 
contemporary problens, and to base on these principles a broad 
program of action in which the various national movements could be 
osllod upon to play their part. £ach member of the group, or 

~ TSwT* its idea#’la his, ovn country and try to
’ if??? £ a ® W * 1*} !<***«rs *o take the* up. All this would need 
• rr* produce a significant effect, but the longerit would take the sooner it should be begun.

The principles and policies that would amerge from such a 
process cannot be laid down in advance. They would be the out- 
cP*e °f a real interchange of ideas. A U  that I can usefully say 
about them is that they would have to include at least four things* 
first, a clearly defined attltuda toward the taking and potential 

V efZ *»apons| second, a well-thought-out plan of campaign
S S h m !!*! UP°« w?nt" designed to equalize, as early as possible, conditions of living in all countries; third, plans for a world 
economic structure that will avoid the evils both of capitalist 

r and of bureaucratic centraliaation and will open up for the workers
In every country rapidly Increasing opportunities for democratic,
fhfP̂ o ! Jw.5eli:g0VfIn‘?ent their working lives; and fourth,^the doraplete ending of imperialist domination, bot& political and

and th® extension of self-governing independence to allupD PvOpXCSa _
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